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Following on from the recent successful publication of “Alex Jackson – The Man 

and the Coupling”, the comprehensive guide to the development, production, 
installation and use of the Alex Jackson coupling, the Scalefour Society is 

pleased to announce online sales of several essential aids for all 4mm modellers 

using this coupling. 

One of the strengths of the Alex Jackson book is that it is very practically 
focussed, with a separate section that describes and shows the use of many of 

the jigs and fixings that are now available to help the forming and mounting of 

Alex Jackson couplings. 

 

To help modellers that may not know where to obtain these aids, or who wish to 

conveniently purchase them, the Scalefour Society has made the components  

available for secure purchase online by credit or debit card at 

www.scalefour.org/e-shop/publications.htm 

The components available are: 

• Jigs to assist the forming of an accurate hook 

• Gauges to ensure that the hook is accurately located 

• Fixings to help mount the coupling on vehicles 

All of these aids are available individually to suit modeller’s preferences. 

 

The Scalefour Society e-shop is available to both members and non-members 

alike, and is part of the Society’s philosophy of making finescale 4mm modelling 

as easy and as accessible as possible. 

 

The jigs are also available to Scalefour Society members as part of the Scalefour 

Stores, and to both members and non-members at exhibitions that the 

Scalefour Stores attends.  These include the Society’s own three flagship shows 

of Scaleforum, Scalefour North and Scalefour South West. 

By making these jigs and fixings available, the Scalefour Society hopes to 

further promote finescale 4mm railway modelling to all interested modellers. 

 

For any further information, please contact the Scalefour Society Marketing 

Manager at marketing@scalefour.org 

Electronic copies of the images of the jigs and components are available at the 

website given above, or contact the Marketing Manager directly. 
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A selection of the range of jigs available 

 

 

 


